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The stars were unpacking themselves from boxes

we crossed the train tracks right down to the river

where we stood on sharp rocks, we clutched cans of beer

there was a current of whitecaps & buzzing flies

our blue-skinned bellies, our hearts like ticking bombs 

when we removed our shirts you could hear it down the road I swear

I saw four hounds race down the bank, ribs stuck through skin

I saw one leashed with a bit of chain

I saw one muzzled with a tattered shirt, twitching snout

one begged on hind legs for the beer I held

I said Down boy, I pushed him away

I saw the cross-armed owner with a greasy belly 

I say how do you love a god who doesn’t feed you

who sticks a straw in your skin at night & sucks out all the good things

how I’m not sure what the good things are

for this is my muzzle on the screaming void

for this is the last dark wood left on Earth

this is my black hole where my teenage self resides

& I sit in space locked out of my own house

I watch myself breathe from the outside

my mortal body slumps like a dog with its birdcage frame

& the men toss me in the pickup like a bag of laundry

they blast the radio, they cross town to bury my corpse behind the liquor store

with broken glass & needles & light of the moon

they say a few words, I say a few words

I say this poem is my living organism



I say I want to go back and forward both at once

I say time makes me sweat like a motherfucker in the dark

how we swelled out between sets at the basement show

& the liquid in milk jugs, it was water or vodka

how you stroked my ribs when you gave me a shove

our fallen bodies wrenched from the floor with hands outstretched

the fingertip to sweating finger, I was lifted

our potential energy, our inherent value

how we drove in the van, how you missed three payments

how we screamed at the icefishing men

Get off the ice, we said, I walked alone 

Get in the car, you said

you were listening to Slayer

how you were on your way to a large-scale brawl 

where they circled with pickups, you were prey in the ocean

how I didn’t go, how I never went

how they threw my jacket in the churning river

how for three weeks I hid a knife in my sneaker which I never needed to use

how at night I dreamed I set my clothes on fire

You look vibrant, honey, mother said

how my soul was softly chewing its own skin

how I broke the mirror like the Black Flag album

how I knew myself only when I was alone

how I came to be a nightcrawler

how they came to call me the human turd

the word turd | noun | vulgar slang

which comes from the Old English tord

which comes from Vermont
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which comes from a womb & would prefer to return

e.g. “turd which wakes in the cracked mirror of morning”

which is a fetus dreaming on the seat of the bus

which is a violent body in its tender bed

which eats its fish sticks sad & alone

which knows the holy afterbirth smells of semen

which folks all call the blue-vein minor

which sees the white tunnel clot & the chlorine blood

which was dumped from a truck on the burial ground

the drunk jocks swarmed round, they said Fuck the soil

I turned my headphones down to hear the dead

I had a lover’s quarrel with a pile of leaves

I had a lover’s quarrel with my bedsheet tent

I came down running to the county seat

I met Death in the bleachers he was eating a burger

he had a book in his hand, I said What are you reading

he said Words, man, words 

I rot on the outside & incubate bodies

they call me the spider with the dead-leg twitch

I was doing the cockroach in garbage bins

I was hood-up asleep by the library homeless

O I swell & verily unhatch the gate

for my vibrant body I want to leave it

for I know the purity of water burials

I dreamed I painted gasoline on my jeans with a brush

I poured it at my neck & the gassy patch bloomed on my chest

how I scratched the match’s red tip on the box & how that night 

I wore a cloak of fire, I woke with flames in the cave in my head



how my thoughts burned as I treaded the halls

how you skipped school & played bass on your bed

how your mother complained as thin walls rumbled

you hushed me when I tapped my foot, you said, She hates all sound

how we drank her liquor & built a ramp with stolen lumber

it was ours, it was in your parents’ yard

we called it the homestead, we played an old radio & ran a cord 

from the house, how we skated evenings & puked in the bushes

we erected a tent in the meadow out back, we slept there nights

how you switched on the flashlight & smoked in the dark

I saw clouds spiraling through the beam

I saw my life suspended as a disembodied heart on ice

how I sat outside the tent on soaking grass, how I stared at the stars 

& the crescent moon was a scythe in the night

I saw my breath, I saw the bodiless world before me, I saw life

as sleep paralysis, as wordless screaming, as needles sliding

suppressed like stitched lips while the house burns down

& I cannot leave, my family gagged & tied to chairs

& there is a voice inside me speaking aloud

You useless little roach, it says

it draws cocks & obscenities upon my chest, my flayed wrists

manifest pussy on my flaming white forehead

how I wanted to speak, how I was only waiting for the slap of a hand

or the choke of a lover or a violent god to wake me

O how I sat in the pasture contemplating night

how I was often permitted to return to the homestead

a homestead that lives in a doorway, a finger away

from time & death, a place with phantom mountains
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an embargoed space with margins floating

a homestead, a plywood throne in the sky, like watching 

the spinning world below, like when we made our trip to the city

& waited for the 2 am Greyhound home, we paced through the terminal

with Muzak playing & every booth was boarded up

a man came over, he said You boys lost

he followed us in circles, we kept walking faster

he said I’m watching you, we shook him off

we went further down beneath the earth

you slept on concrete while I watched the bags with my back to the wall

you said Your turn

the dreams came running

I dreamed three seeds in a mythic hole

I dreamed a stalk came through the earth

I grabbed a branch & started climbing

I was miles up & every time I shook

the dew came down as rain from petals

I found a homestead beyond the clouds

between the headlights of youth & the infinite chasm

in the interlocking apartments of my mossy skull

I put my ear to the wall & heard the voices

I heard a box fan buzz & a lapdog yapping

I heard an AC unit like an oracular flood 

I heard an old man slowly die

for time is a gentrifying son of a bitch

& the wallpaper peeled in humid air

one night I dreamed a man knocked on my door

I’ve come for you, he said, he was holding a clipboard



he handed me a sheet to sign, the words read

Check one: [   ] Reality [   ] Illusion

I chose illusion, I woke up smiling

I chose the homestead, I chose the bodiless world

I chose sheepishly singing as I grinned in the field

I chose waking Sundays at five A.M.

I watched as light softly flooded the room

I chose a full pot of coffee, I filled up pages, I was shaking

I skated the ramp all summer, I played the stereo & was mouthing the words

how it had to end someday, how you smacked my face

Don’t make me close this fist, you said

how in school the boys laughed at my hairless pits

I cowered naked in the tiled corner, I stared in the drain & counted to one hundred

I had the red shakes & my red face burning, which can turn to violence 

but most likely means tears, & tears are violence turned on the self

how you locked me on the porch & I had to watch

what you did to your body through the plate glass door

how I contemplated breaking through the pane

how a teammate once said,  Are you guys gay, but meant it

very seriously, how I found this amusing 

how after practice you were my ride home & everyone else was gone

you slung a fist in my gut, I took it like a man for once

Don’t fucking look at me you said, I looked right at you

Don’t cry, you said, I looked right at you

how with hot breath you slid your hand behind my neck

You are a goddamn woman, you said

how I took it like a man

how you drove eighty when we drove on backwood roads
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how we drove to the cemetery & slept in the car

how it was winter then so we fogged the glass

we left the heat running until the gas was gone

how we drove from the homestead & back again 

how you took me to the train tracks that first time in spring

how we flattened quarters & I got on your shoulders

I yelled I AM A GOD, we were laughing aloud, we removed the shoes

hung up on the wire, we treaded down to the edge of the water

the black flies swarming & smelling blood

the tarps with a transient sitting inside

he wore a denim vest & a big gray hood, how he looked in our eyes 

& we looked in his eyes, & I heard the rumble of a westward train

Drink this, he said, he handed me a jug

I shook it like a present, It’s unicorn blood, he said

It makes you immortal, I put my lips at the bottle’s edge

I took a long pull & felt a burn from my sternum up through my nostrils

Feel that fire, he said, I passed it to you, you drank

you passed it back to the hooded man, we circled like that

until the bottle had an inch at the bottom, he chucked it

it broke on a tree, how the glass mixed with butts & needles

how we walked to the high school all the way across town

we stepped in the auditorium, there were players onstage

they were playing Hamlet, I am thy father’s spirit, said the teenaged ghost

Doom’d for a certain term to walk the night

I was drunk in my seat & sweating profusely

we passed a plastic bottle back & forth, I felt dizzy, I stood up

Ladies & gentleman, I said, May I have your attention

the folks turned & stared, the play stopped



the teacher in front glared over her shoulder

hissed through her teeth, she was clucking softly

You people are all crazy! I said

I broke Hamlet’s focus, he was forgetting his lines

my teacher turned again

You have no appreciation for the theatrical arts, she said

Get lost, she said, but I already was

I was falling down in the gentle ether

I thought, See you folks later & I was falling asleep

I dreamed I was a nightwalker

I dreamed it was lunchtime & I fought the monitor

I slashed him in the belly with my poison rapier

I did it Van Gogh style on the side of the head

I did it samurai-style with the L-shaped cut

he was holding his gut screaming holy mercy

with blood wet on the tiles & his innards pouring 

they were like corn mush covering up the plates

they were like the sloppy joes that Gertrude made

I dreamed I was facedown in some mud in the woods

I dreamed I was a cat floating dead in a brook

with a prophecy hidden in its glassy eye

I dreamed I met the devil on the side of the road

we walked in the cornfield & the jaundiced moon was swollen

he didn’t want my soul, he wanted me dead

he knocked me with a crowbar & then I woke

they broke me with their buckets of number two pencils

they said, Get your skinny ass up that rope

they broke me in skylight with the blackfly bodies


